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Session 17 - Revelation 13:1-10

“And the dragon stood on the sand of the seashore. Then I saw a beast coming up out of 
the sea, having ten horns and seven heads, and on his horns {were} ten diadems, and on 
his heads {were} blasphemous names. And the beast which I saw was like a leopard, and 
his feet were like {those} of a bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a lion. And the 
dragon gave him his power and his throne and great authority.”

The Beast out of the sea

The debut of the beast in Daniel 2

The Sea

In chapter 12 the dragon who is Satan himself is seen as having seven heads and ten horns 
and the seven heads had kingly crowns (diadems). We looked at this being a representation 
of seven world empires the final of which has not been witnessed on the earth yet. The 
picture clearly illustrates the point that Satan, who has taken a usurped authority over this 
world or age (2Cor4:4; 1Jhn5:19) is ultimately behind the kings and their kingdoms as he 
and his minions weave their web of deception over the earth (Rev 12:9).

John now sees as the dragon stands before the seashore and summons up his final “beast” 
which is now depicted as having the same attributes of “his father” as Satan transfers his 
usurped authority over to the final beast which we will see is a system or empire that is led 
by ten kings out of which the eleventh will emerge. Some see the sea as representing the Gen-
tile nations and while at the most basic of levels this is true, the imagery is far more sinister 
when compared to Revelation 17 that depicts this as the abyss. 

The idioms used to describe this beast are similar to the idioms used to describe Babylon, 
Persia and Greece only they were separate kingdoms. This beast possesses the combined 
qualities of all of those kingdoms:

 Leopard - The imagery of a swift conqueror
 Bear feet - The imagery of crushing control
 Mouth of a Lion - The imagery of attention getting communication / great boasting

We see that this kingdom and the “him” associated with it had been given Satan's power, 
throne (god of this age) and great authority; the same things that Satan attempted to draw 
Jesus away with. In order to understand the beast we will look at the nature of the empire, 
its ten kings and the “son of Satan”.

The first mention of this beast is given to the prophet Daniel and we will now take an exten-
sive look at what was shown to Daniel concerning this beast. We will see how Daniel like 
John is shown the beast to be both a king and a kingdom that will embody the full strength 
of Satan.

(13:1-2)
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Week 13 - Revelation 13

"Then there will be a fourth kingdom as strong as iron; inasmuch as iron crushes and shatters all things, so, 
like iron that breaks in pieces, it will crush and break all these in pieces. In that you saw the feet and toes, 
partly of potter's clay and partly of iron, it will be a divided kingdom; but it will have in it the toughness of 
iron, inasmuch as you saw the iron mixed with common clay. As the toes of the feet were partly of iron and 
partly of pottery, so some of the kingdom will be strong and part of it will be brittle.”                        

Dan 2:40-42 (NASB)

"And in that you saw the iron mixed with common clay, they will combine with one another in the seed 
of men; but they will not adhere to one another, even as iron does not combine with pottery.”

Dan 2:43 (NASB)

"And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of 
men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.”            Dan 2:43 (KJV)

Early on in the book of Daniel we see the vision and interpretation of an immense statue 
depicting four kingdoms. We are told that the first three portions of the statue represent the 
kingdoms of Babylon (607 - 536 BC), Medo-Persia (536-323 BC) and Greece (323 BC - AD 
64). We will begin with the explanation of the fourth kingdom given to Daniel:

Daniel’s description of the Roman empire is amazingly precise. It was greatest in its duration 
and, as the legs depict, split into two divisions around AD 395. The eastern leg of this 
empire was under the authority / influence of the Roman Catholic system and the western 
leg under the influence of the Greek Orthodoxy; neither of which have been eliminated all 
together. In fact history shows just how much power and influence the Vatican and Papal 
authority has had over the world ever since; a subject that will be visited in chapter 17.

The ten toes, or divisions of this kingdom have never been a reality and is yet to be fulfilled.  
The most telling part of this prophecy is in the next verse:

The simple language here is clear. The fact that “they” are mixing themselves in the seed of 
men makes it clear that they are not men. The result of this attempt proves to be temporary 
based on the fact that they don’t “cleave” to one another. To those who understand the 
Genesis 6 account as it literally reads this sounds strangely familiar. However the event does 
not seem to indicate direct intercourse as the Genesis account does.

Although the grammar here indicates a definite combining of genetic material (that is what 
“seed” is) it could indicate that the mixing is performed in another way. That leaves the 
question “who are they”? The antecedent of a pronoun usually comes before it, and so the 
only plausible pronoun for “they” is the kings in verse 44. The very fact that genetic material 
is mentioned seems to be pointless if this were merely speaking of “class” differences. No, 
the text demands that we consider the mixing of genetic material.

Later in Daniel (Chapter 10) he is told by an angel (possibly Gabriel from chap 9) that he 
was withheld from sooner response to Daniels prayer by the “prince of Persia” and that he

The Final, Curious Phase of the Fourth Beast
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had to be delivered by Michael who “came to help me, for I had been left alone with the 
kings of Persia”(Dan 10:12-13). The angel goes on to say that he must also fight against the 
prince of Greece. This is a clear example of fallen angels as kings that rule over specific 
regions of the earth and just like the king “Appollyon” who comes up from the abyss, these 
angel / kings will no longer be veiled but fully disclosed and visible for the world to see.

The four beasts of Daniel chapter 7 parallel the beasts in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream 
(compare with Rev 12:3; 13:1; 17:12).

So here the ten toes are ten horns, but in either case they are kings. The vision of this fourth 
kingdom had Daniel particularly perplexed and in the description given to him, the angel 
declares that it is “different from all other kingdoms”. History has revealed a wide variety of 
empires, conquerors and kings, but this kingdom will have global reach with angel /kings in 
direct charge over 10 divisions. This passage also shows the emergence of a different king 
from out of their midst who is able to subdue three of the ten kings.

Referring back to Genesis 3:15, we must consider the prophecy of Satan’s seed and we 
looked at the fact that the “seed of the woman” was fulfilled literally in the incarnation of 
the Son of God - Jesus. If this king is different, then he is not simply an angel, yet he is able 
to defeat three angel - kings so he is also not simply a man. Satan gives this “different” king 
all of his power and authority and so do the other kings. Notice the focus of his attack is 
against Israel and for the specific last half of Daniel’s 70th week indicated by “time, times 
and a half ” which is seen elsewhere as 42 months or 1260 days.

The fact that this is in connection with the “altering of times and law” and his wearing down 
of the saints will again line up with the Abomination of Desolation and the last half of 
Daniel’s 70th week. His destruction will come at the power of Christ when He returns:

Further Described in Daniel 7

Enter “Satan’s seed”

"Thus he said: 'The fourth beast will be a fourth kingdom on the earth, which will be different from all the 
other kingdoms and will devour the whole earth and tread it down and crush it. As for the ten horns, out of 
this kingdom ten kings will arise; and another will arise after them, and he will be different from the 
previous ones and will subdue three kings. He will speak out against the Most High and wear down the 
saints of the Highest One, and he will intend to make alterations in times and in law; and they will be given 
into his hand for a time, times, and half a time. But the court will sit for judgment, and his dominion will 
be taken away, annihilated and destroyed forever.”                                           Dan 7:23-26 (NASB)

“In the latter period of their rule, When the transgressors have run {their course,} A king will arise, 
Insolent and skilled in intrigue. His power will be mighty, but not by his {own} power, And he will 
destroy to an extraordinary degree And prosper and perform {his will;} He will destroy mighty men and 
the holy people. And through his shrewdness He will cause deceit to succeed by his influence; And he will 
magnify {himself} in his heart, And he will destroy many while {they are} at ease. He will even oppose 
the Prince of princes, But he will be broken without human agency.”       Dan 8:23-25 (NASB)
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“And he will make a firm covenant with the many for one week, but in the middle of the week he will 
put a stop to sacrifice and grain offering; and on the wing of abominations {will come} one who makes 
desolate, even until a complete destruction, one that is decreed, is poured out on the one who makes 
desolate.”         Dan 9:27 (NASB)

“{I saw} one of his heads as if it had been slain, and his fatal wound was healed. And the 
whole earth was amazed {and followed} after the beast; they worshiped the dragon 
because he gave his authority to the beast; and they worshiped the beast, saying, "Who is 
like the beast, and who is able to wage war with him?" There was given to him a mouth 
speaking arrogant words and blasphemies, and authority to act for forty-two months was 
given to him.”

(13:3-4)

Here we are introduced to a “fatal wound” that was healed that brings about the amaze-
ment and allegiance of the earth. Some have suggested that this is speaking of a well known 
powerful kingdom that once was powerful, met it’s demise and then has re-emerged on the 
world scene (ei. Rome or the Islamic Caliphate). However it seems to be confirmed in other 
passages that refer to this same fatal wound as pertaining to the man of sin himself (vv 12, 
14; Zech11:17).

Since the passages concerning this “fatal wound” seem to indicate an actual incident that 
seems to bring about an apparent death of the beast, the necessary question arises what 
actually happened? There are a couple of views on this event:

1) That there actually is a resurrection. The problem is that only God has the power over 
     resurrection.

2) That it is a staged event that would appear as no one could survive. The problem is that
     the wounds are real.

3) That because this beast is not simply a man but is in fact the seed of Satan, genetic
     tampering could render what would be fatal to a normal man, not fatal to the beast.

There is another possibility related to the third view. Remember Daniel’s 70th week?

The prince that shall come is seen as the one who confirms the pseudo peace between Israel 
and her surrounding enemies that will bring about the building of the next temple in Jerusa-
lem. However all of the passages that describe his activities and nature after the mid point 
of the week seem to indicate a radical change in disposition. This could simply be because 
the man of sin conceals his true nature till this time associated with his fatal wound incident.

But in light of trans humanism and genetic tampering it is possible that he has a clone. A 
direct genetic copy of this “seed of the serpent” would render his appearance and qualities 
the same and the amazed world would not be able to tell the difference. This would allow 
for an actual fatal incident to occur and yet the allusion of resurrection to be pulled off. It 
may be a little hard explaining the “scars” that remain though.

A Counterfeit Resurrection?

Session 17 - Revelation 13:1-10
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Notice who the earth dwellers actually end up worshipping... Satan. Satan give his seed all 
of his power and authority as it pertains to his usurped control of the kingdom of the earth.

Many scholars point out that the final workings of Satan’s kingdom will bring about his best 
efforts to “play god” and mock the true God. Satan, his beast and the beasts false prophet 
are commonly dubbed “the Satanic Trinity”. Just as Hebrews declares that Jesus is the exact 
expression of the Father, Satan will attempt to be “father” to his seed, the son of perdition.

Just as Jesus pointed to His Father and came to do His Fathers will, so will the son of Satan 
cause the world to worship Satan. However, unlike the perfect vessel prepared for the Son 
of God by a miraculous event, the vessel that becomes Satan’s seed is formed out of genetic 
manipulation and corruption. Jesus had a true resurrection and is the first fruits of all who 
will be of the resurrection unto life. It is through the work of Christ on the cross that it is 
possible for us to crucify the old man and become part of the One New Man in Christ (Rom 
6:6; Gal 2:20;5:24;6:14; Eph 2).

So too will Satan offer a “transformation” (his one new humanity) through genetic means 
to become identified with the beast; his “son”. It will be the false prophet, the second beast, 
who will direct the world to worship the beast and his image by a “mark”. Beyond the out-
ward stamp of verification that the mark has been received, the mark will “seal” individuals 
to the beast in a solemn act of worship. A decision that Revelation later makes clear is not 
reversible, cannot be repented of nor can it be pardoned by God; kind of like the days of 
Noah, which Jesus said it would be like prior to His return (Matt 24:37).

It is the Holy Spirit who seals the redeemed in Christ marking out as a people for His own 
possession. As His inheritance believers will gain what is His as He promised us to rule with 
Him when He is given His throne (Rev 3:21) on earth. This final kingdom put forth by Satan 
will be a mockery of the kingdom of Christ. Despite the web of deception that Satan and all 
of his minions weave, the King of kings and Lord of lords will bring about His kingdom that 
will shatter Satan’s grip on the earth.

The Counterfeit Trinity

More Parallels with Daniel

“There was given to him a mouth speaking arrogant words and blasphemies, and authority 
to act for forty-two months was given to him. And he opened his mouth in blasphemies 
against God, to blaspheme His name and His tabernacle, {that is,} those who dwell in 
heaven.”

(13:5-6)

“Then the king will do as he pleases, and he will exalt and magnify himself above every god and will speak 
monstrous things against the God of gods; and he will prosper until the indignation is finished, for that 
which is decreed will be done. He will show no regard for the gods of his fathers or for the desire of women, 
nor will he show regard for any {other} god; for he will magnify himself above {them} all. But instead he 
will honor a god of fortresses, a god whom his fathers did not know; he will honor {him} with gold, silver, 
costly stones and treasures. He will take action against the strongest of fortresses with {the help of} a 
foreign god; he will give great honor to those who acknowledge {him} and will cause them to rule over the 
many, and will parcel out land for a price.”                    Dan 11:36-39 (NASB)
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Again we see that the darkest most blasphemous activity of this willful king is connected 
with the last three and one half years of Daniel’s seventieth week. As he moves in to be wor-
shipped as a god, he mocks God’s name and His redeemed that are present with Him. 
Daniel also noted these arrogant activities of the beast, but we get some additional insight 
as to what the claims are of the “one who comes in his own name” (according to Jesus).

Even though this beast is Satan’s seed, he none the less has a human pedigree. According to 
Daniel, he will not adhere to or even acknowledge any prior god or religion but will instead 
claim to be above them all. This is further emphasized by the fact that he will honor a “god 
of fortresses”, a god that was “unknown” prior. In ancient paganism this term described the 
belief that men could become gods and that fits the context here as this son of Satan will 
promote himself and through deception will tear down any stronghold of belief amongst 
men in any other.

Also the term “the many” throughout Daniel is a term used to describe his people, the Jews. 
All of those who worship him, Daniels says, will “rule over” them. This lines up with the 
teaching of Jerusalem being trampled under foot by the Gentiles (Luke21:24) until the Lord 
comes. The proof of this is detailed by the fact that this false god will “parcel out land for a 
price”; the dividing of the holy land.

Even though the beast will have great allegiance throughout the earth, he will not be in con-
trol of all and many will begin to campaign against his empire. Interesting that in his cam-
paigns in the lands close to Israel Edom, Moab and the land of the Ammonites will some-
how be spared. This area is today known as Jordan and is where Petra is located, the place 
that the fleeing Israelites will be brought to and preserved by the Lord. In this passage we 
see who the three kings are that the beast uproots; Egypt, Libya and Ethiopia. Isaiah 19:4-5 
speaks of this event resulting in the Nile dried up.

His Exploits and The Three Kings He “Uproots”

“At the end time the king of the South will collide with him, and the king of the North will 
storm against him with chariots, with horsemen and with many ships; and he will enter 
countries, overflow {them} and pass through. He will also enter the Beautiful Land, and 
many {countries} will fall; but these will be rescued out of his hand: Edom, Moab and the 
foremost of the sons of Ammon. Then he will stretch out his hand against {other} coun-
tries, and the land of Egypt will not escape. But he will gain control over the hidden trea-
sures of gold and silver and over all the precious things of Egypt; and Libyans and Ethiopi-
ans {will follow} at his heels. But rumors from the East and from the North will disturb 
him, and he will go forth with great wrath to destroy and annihilate many. He will pitch 
the tents of his royal pavilion between the seas and the beautiful Holy Mountain; yet he 
will come to his end, and no one will help him.”                                         
              Dan 11:40-45 (NASB)

“It was also given to him to make war with the saints and to overcome them, and author-
ity over every tribe and people and tongue and nation was given to him.”

(13:7)
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As a result of his power and conquests the whole world will be under his authority and 
there will be a clear distinction made between those who are the saints of God and those 
who are the earth dwellers. The Antichrist is actually able to “overcome” the saints of God 
in a vast sweeping way. Although the gospel message will not be stopped, this seems to be 
in contrast to the proclamation Christ gave to the disciples after Peter’s statement of faith:

This may be another case where support is given to the distinction between the church age 
and this period of time and even though many have suffered and died for the testimony of 
Christ throughout the history of the church, this event seems very devastating and very 
focused and extends to the reaches of the globe. The “gates of hell” will also be completely 
unleashed during this time.

Again we see the admonition for believers during this time to trust in God despite the 
circumstances. The sovereignty of god has destined that many will have to be held captive 
or die but this truth is accompanied by the reminder for believers to persevere and remain 
faithful.

Paul says that there is a singular apostasy (the) that comes from which this man of law-
lessness is revealed and that the mystery of lawlessness from which he comes is already at 
work behind the scenes and it’s full extent is being restrained by God. Something or some 
event will be permitted by God to take place on earth that will deceive all who do not love

“I also say to you that you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build My church; and the 
gates of Hades will not overpower it.”         Mat 16:18 (NASB)

“All who dwell on the earth will worship him, {everyone} whose name has not been written 
from the foundation of the world in the book of life of the Lamb who has been slain. If 
anyone has an ear, let him hear. If anyone {is destined} for captivity, to captivity he goes; if 
anyone kills with the sword, with the sword he must be killed. Here is the perseverance and 
the faith of the saints.”

(13:8-10)

From Paul's Perspective

“Let no one in any way deceive you, for it will not come unless the apostasy comes first, and the man of 
lawlessness is revealed, the son of destruction, who opposes and exalts himself above every so-called god 
or object of worship, so that he takes his seat in the temple of God, displaying himself as being God. Do 
you not remember that while I was still with you, I was telling you these things? And you know what 
restrains him now, so that in his time he will be revealed. For the mystery of lawlessness is already at 
work; only he who now restrains will do so until he is taken out of the way. Then that lawless one will be 
revealed whom the Lord will slay with the breath of His mouth and bring to an end by the appearance of 
His coming; that is, the one whose coming is in accord with the activity of Satan, with all power and signs 
and false wonders, and with all the deception of wickedness for those who perish, because they did not 
receive the love of the truth so as to be saved. For this reason God will send upon them a deluding 
influence so that they will believe what is false, in order that they all may be judged who did not believe 
the truth, but took pleasure in wickedness.”                         2 Thes 3-12 (NASB)
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the truth so as to be saved. No man has ever been accompanied with supernatural signs 
and wonders so as to deceive all who dwell on the earth with a lie that is presented to the 
earth dwellers. This ties in with what John says in verse 8. Again this false god will only be 
defeated by the Lord Jesus Himself.  As we continue our look at the details of the beast, his 
false prophet and the system that he rises through. We will see that there is

 • A single lie that causes a great apostasy ( a departure from any existing paradigm of
   human understanding)
 • Adherence to the lie will be the distinction between earth dwellers and the saints
 • A false dominant single religion will grow on the construct of the lie
    • The lie has a serpentine smell - man becoming like god
    • This new paradigm will cross all barriers of current religion, science and social status
    • Evolutionary theory and science as the modern foundation of the lie

Prince that shall come (Dan 9:26)
Prince of Tyre (Ezek 28:2-10)
Profane Wicked Prince of Israel (Ezek 
21:25-27)
Proud Man (Hab 2:5)
Rod of God’s anger (Isa 10:5)
Seed of the Serpent (Gen 3:15)

Son of the Morning (Isa 14:12)
Spoiler, Destroyer (Isa 16:4,5)
Vile Person (Dan 11:21)
Violent Man (Ps 140:1f)
Wicked One (Ps 9:17; 10:2,4; Isa 11:4; 
Jer 30:14, 23)
Willful King (Dan 11:36)

Angel of the Bottomless Pit (Rev 9:11)
Antichrist, (Pseudo-Christ) (1 Jn 2:22)
Beast (Rev 11:7; 13)
False Prophet (Rev 13)
Father of the lies ( Jn 8:44; 2 Thess 2:11)
Lawless One (2 Thess 2:8)
Man of Sin (2 Thess 2:3)

One come in his own name (Jn 5:43) 
Prince of Darkness (1 Thess 5)
Son of Perdition (2 Thess 2:3)
Star (Rev 8:10; 9:1)
Unclean Spirit (Mt 12:43)
Vine of the earth (Rev 14:18)

NT references to the Antichrist

OT references to the Antichrist

Adversary  (Ps 74:8-10; Isa 59:19; Lam     
                    4:11,12; Amos 3:11)
Assyrian  (Isa 10:5, 12; Micah 5:5, 6)
Belial  (Nahum 1:15)
Bloody and Deceitful Man  (Ps 5:6)
Branch of the Terrible Ones (Isa 25:5)
Chief Prince (Ex 38:2)
Crooked Serpent ( Job 26:13; Isa 27:1)
Cruel One (Jer 30:14,23)
Destroyer of the Gentiles (Jer 4:7)
Enemy (Ps 55:3; Jer 30:14, 23)
Evil Man (Ps 140:1)

Head over many countries (Ps 110:6)
Head of Northern Army (Joel 2:20)
Idol Shepherd (Zech 11:16, 17)
King of Princes (Hos 8:10)
King of Babylon (Isa 14:11-20)
Little Horn (Dan 7:8f; 8:9f)
Man of the Earth (Ps 10:18)
Merchant, with balances of deceit (Hos 
12:7)
Mighty Man (Ps 52:1)
Nail (Isa 22:25)
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According to Rev 16:13; 19:20 and 20:10, this is the final false prophet whose only goal is to 
promote the antichrist. The false prophet completes the mockery of God by playing the part 
of the Holy Spirit. This is another (allos meaning another of the same kind) beast (thērion - wild 
beast, or as a metaphor for a wild man) like the first in the same way that he is under the direct 
influence of Satan indicated by his speaking as a dragon.

As noted before, horns are symbolic of authority and this false prophet who promotes the false 
christ is indeed a direct recipient Satan’s power. There is no reason to assume anything else 
about the horns, because nothing else is given here such as “kings” or “kingdoms”. The 
imagery of the lamb points to his submission to the first beast. This beast is seen emerging 
out of the earth.

The sea in the case of the first beast was shown to represent the abyss which is further 
supported in chapter 17. We have seen the term “earth dwellers” or “earth bound” used 
throughout Revelation to describe those who have made their treasure the earth. While this 
beast is like the first, he is seen as representing all that the earth bound aspire to as well as 
the driving force behind the final world wide false religion.

The repetition and personal assignment of the “fatal wound” would again seem to indicate 
that the wounds are not speaking of an empire that came back to life on the world’s scene, 
but of specific wounds received. Verse 14 says that the sword was the source of the wound.

When Moses and Aaron confronted Pharaoh in his court, we see Jannes and Jambres (2Tim 
3:8-9), empowered by Satan repeat many of the same things. These will all be part of the 
great deception (2 Thes 2:9-10) that will be given to the earth dwellers because they do not 
love the truth. Just like Pharaoh’s magicians the false prophet will “mimic” the powers of the 
two witnesses by drawing down fire from heaven. He will lead the masses into gross idolatry.

“Then I saw another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb 
and he spoke as a dragon.”

(13:11)

“He exercises all the authority of the first beast in his presence. And he makes the earth 
and those who dwell in it to worship the first beast, whose fatal wound was healed. He 
performs great signs, so that he even makes fire come down out of heaven to the earth in 
the presence of men. And he deceives those who dwell on the earth because of the signs 
which it was given him to perform in the presence of the beast, telling those who dwell on 
the earth to make an image to the beast who *had the wound of the sword and has come 
to life.”

(13:12-14)

The Beast out of the earth - the false prophet
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Satan does not have the power to create life (zōē or bios). The breath (pneuma) is therefor 
synthetic and yet will appear lifelike. Once again the study of transhumanism reveals some 
disturbing trends. Another component to mans quest to live forever and become more than 
what he is, is the field of synthetic biology and robotics; the merger of man with machine. 
Many of the worlds top scientist believe that humanity is heading towards “singularity” which 
is a term used to describe the complete integration of man with technology. This supernatural 
“trick” may be that event taking place.

The most important thing to keep in mind is that the event will be used to support the beast. 
It is his image that is given breath and speech. Just like the decree given by Nebuchadnezzer in 
his arrogance, the refusal to worship the beast’s “breathing” image will bring a death 
sentence.  This decree along with the decree of the mark in the next verse become the “test” 
that will separate the earth dwellers from the heaven bound. Although most will die for their 
testimony of the real Christ, not all will.

Modern technology has brought about much stir through the years as to what the mark is. 
One of the more recent developments that seems to be gaining traction is the RFID or Radio 
Frequency Identification. There are even videos on you tube of many who have implanted 
these little devices in their hand. These devices contain all kinds of information about an 
individual and there is a great push amongst policy makers to have a national identity 
program that would eventually include the use of RFID.

The important thing to remember is that there will be no mistaking it when the mark of the 
beast is implemented because it will identify the recipient directly with the beast in an act of 
worship of his image (16:2; 19:20). Many who don’t study the bible are familiar with “666” 
and it has become a source of superstition. There has been no shortage of historic figures 
whose names have mathematically worked out to be this number. The indication here is that 
there will be no confusion about it. The only thing that anyone can no for sure until the event 
actually occurs is that the number 6 is not that of the real God, but that of a man.

This ends up being the most important point because it will be the lie that this hybrid man is 
the only god. Later we see that those who have taken the mark will receive loathsome and 
malignant sores (16:2) in relation to the mark. In chapter 20 we see that only those who did

“And it was given to him to give breath to the image of the beast, so that the image of 
the beast would even speak and cause as many as do not worship the image of the beast 
to be killed.”

(13:15)

“And he causes all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free men 
and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right hand or on their forehead, and {he 
provides} that no one will be able to buy or to sell, except the one who has the mark, 
{either} the name of the beast or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him who 
has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for the number is that of a man; 
and his number is six hundred and sixty-six.”

(13:16-18)
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 not take the mark of the beast or worship his image will be in the kingdom of Christ, the rest 
will be a part of the second death (20:5,6).

There are many researchers today that believe that in light of scripture and the drive of 
modern technology, philosophy, science, economics politics and religion, that this mark will 
involve far more than a tatoo. Although this subject alone is itself is far too complex to 
discuss in any single lesson, it is becoming increasingly clear that man will be deceived by an 
alien gospel and offered the lie that he can become more than what he is through the emerg-
ing field of transhumanism. Will the act of taking the mark of the beast be merely a techno-
logical “seal” that one has in fact received his DNA in order to become like him?

We will continue to browse this subject through the rest of Revelation but for further study I 
recommend the following as a good starting point:

Soon to be released

2.5 hour documentary
can be viewed on youtube
for free
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